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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS
THE SATANIC TEMPLE, INC.

PLAINTIFF
Case no.:
5:22-CV-5033-TLB

V.

LAMAR MEDIA COMPANY
LAMAR ADVANTAGE GP COMPANY, LLC and
LAMAR ADVANTAGE HOLDING COMPANY

DEFENDANTS

COMPLAINT

COMES NOW Plaintiff The Satanic Temple, Inc. (“TST”), by and through
counsel Matthew A. Kezhaya ABA # 2014161, with a complaint about the
material breach of an advertising contract on religiously discriminatory
grounds, which violates the Arkansas Civil Rights Act encoded at ACA § 16123-107.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction under 28 USC § 1332 (diversity
jurisdiction). There is a complete diversity of citizenship. Plaintiff is a
Massachusetts religious corporation. No Defendant is a Massachusetts
resident. Defendants are: a Delaware corporation (Lamar Media Company), a
Delaware corporation (Lamar Advantage GP Company, LLC), and a
Delaware LLC (Lamar Advantage Holding Company). The asserted damages
in this cause exceed $75,000.
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2. The Court has personal jurisdiction over the defendants because they
regularly do business in this State.
3. Venue properly lies with this Court. 28 USC § 1391. The advertising
contract which is the subject of this cause was to be performed in Benton
County, Arkansas.
PARTIES
4. The Satanic Temple, Inc. (“TST,”) plaintiff, is a Massachusetts religious
corporation with its principal place of business in Salem, Massachusetts. TST
is a famous IRS-recognized atheistic religious organization with an
international following exceeding 540,000 and which was recently the subject
of the film, Hail Satan? (Magnolia Films, 2018). See also Satanic Temple v. City of
Scottsdale, No. CV18-00621-PHX-DGC, 2020 WL 587882 (D. Ariz. Feb. 6,
2020) (holding that TST is a bona fide religion). TST’s membership can be
found in every State, importantly to include Arkansas and Indiana. TST
venerates (but does not worship) the biblical adversary as a promethean icon
against tyranny. For TST’s membership, the Satan depicted in Paradise Lost
and like works is a revolutionary antihero who stood up against impossible
odds to seek justice and egalitarianism for himself and others in the pursuit of
Enlightenment ideals. TST propagates its Seven Tenets:
(1) One should strive to act with compassion and empathy toward all
creatures in accordance with reason.
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(2) The struggle for justice is an ongoing and necessary pursuit that should
prevail over laws and institutions.
(3) One’s body is inviolable, subject to one’s own will alone.
(4) The freedoms of others should be respected, including the freedom to
offend. To willfully and unjustly encroach upon the freedoms of another
is to forgo one’s own.
(5) Beliefs should conform to one’s best scientific understanding of the
world. One should take care never to distort scientific facts to fit one’s
beliefs.
(6) People are fallible. If one makes a mistake, one should do one’s best to
rectify it and resolve any harm that might have been caused.
(7) Every tenet is a guiding principle designed to inspire nobility in action
and thought. The spirit of compassion, wisdom, and justice should
always prevail over the written or spoken word.
https://thesatanictemple.com/pages/about-us (last visited September 25,
2020).
5. To further its organizational purposes, TST contracted with Lamar
Advertising of Louisiana, LLC to erect billboards in Arkansas and Indiana for
the period beginning September 28, 2020 and ending October 25, 2020.
EXHIBIT 1 (the contract). The purpose of the contract was to spread awareness
of TST’s then-recently unveiled Satanic Abortion Ritual, which offers TST’s
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membership relief from societal efforts to instill guilt, doubt, and shame for
having an abortion and provides catharsis in a celebration of bodily autonomy.
6. Lamar Media Corporation, defendant, is a publicly traded advertising
corporation organized under the laws of Delaware with its principal place of
business in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. NASDAQ: LAMR. Lamar’s website
boasts that it is one of the largest outdoor advertising companies in the world.
See id.:

http://www.lamar.com/About (Last visited September 25, 2020).1 Even that
is too modest: Lamar has a monopoly on every billboard in TST’s suitable
advertising area. Lamar contracted with TST to erect billboards in Arkansas
and Indiana. Exhibit 1 (the contract).
7. Lamar Advantage Holding Company is the Arkansas subsidiary of
Lamar Media Corporation. It is a Delaware Corporation with a principal place
of business in Little Rock, Arkansas.

The screenshot is contemporaneous to the time of breach. Since then, the
stated number of displays have increased by 300, to 3900 displays. Id. (last
visited February 9, 2022).
1
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8. Lamar Advantage GP Company, LLC is the Indiana subsidiary of
Lamar Media Corporation. It is a Delaware LLC whose membership is not of
public record but is believed to be a wholly owned subsidiary of Lamar Media
Corporation. Importantly for the diversity jurisdiction inquiry, no member is
believed to be a Massachusetts resident. Lamar Advantage GP Company, LLC
is not licensed to do business in Arkansas.
FACTS
Background
Context for the advertisement
9. Arkansas and Indiana have implemented regulations on how, when, and
whether a woman can terminate her pregnancy.
10. Arkansas and Indiana have also adopted a statutory mechanism to
challenge laws when they substantially interfere with the plaintiff’s religious
beliefs and practices, irrespective of whether the legislative motivation behind
the law is religious discrimination. See Arkansas’s Religious Freedom
Restoration Act, encoded at ACA § 16-123-401 et seq. and Indiana’s Religious
Freedom Restoration Act, encoded at Ind. Code Ann. § 34-13-9-0.7 et seq.
(generically, “RFRA.”)
11. TST holds the view that some abortion restrictions substantially
interfere with its religious beliefs. Particularly, abortion restrictions violate the
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Third Tenet2 when they interfere with bodily autonomy and violate the Fifth
Tenet3 when not grounded in science.
12. TST holds the view that some abortion regulations substantially
interfere with its religious practices. On August 5, 2020, TST unveiled the
Satanic Abortion Ritual, which includes the abortive procedure into the abovedescribed sacramental act that confirms bodily autonomy and the adherence to
scientific supremacy, wards off the effects of unjust persecution, and reasserts
as ideals the dual paths of reason and confidence. For further information about
the religiosity of TST’s Satanic Abortion Ritual, see ¶¶ 15-35 below.
13. TST was excited to spread awareness about the progressive statutory
framework of RFRA and the rights conferred by RFRA to TST’s membership
for religious exemptions from abortion restrictions which offend TST’s
religious beliefs and practices.
14. To that end, and as detailed in ¶¶ 44-56, TST entered into an advertising
contract with Lamar for the purpose of posting billboards which would have
spread awareness about the Satanic Abortion Ritual.

2

One’s body is inviolable, subject to one’s own will alone.

Beliefs should conform to one's best scientific understanding of the world. One
should take care never to distort scientific facts to fit one's beliefs.
3
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Religiosity of the Satanic Abortion Ritual
15. Part of this case will involve proving that TST’s Satanic Abortion Ritual
is substantively different than getting a secular abortion, even though it involves
the abortive act, such that this advertising contract contemplated a religious
message. That requires some important background on what TST means when
it describes itself as “Satanic.” But the following is not an invitation to litigate
the truth, the reasonableness, or the centrality of the intended advertisements
to TST’s beliefs or practices. Employment Div., Dep’t of Human Res. of Oregon v.
Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 887, 110 S. Ct. 1595, 1604 (1990) (“Repeatedly and in
many different contexts, we have warned that courts must not presume to
determine the place of a particular belief in a religion or the plausibility of a
religious claim.”)
16. TST shares with all other Satanic groups a veneration for the biblical
concept ha satan (literally: “the adversary” or “the accuser.”)
17. Ha satan is an adjective, not a particular individual.
18. Satanism is divided into “nontheistic” and “theistic” groups.
19. Nontheistic Satanists (which includes TST) venerate the concept of the
Biblical Satan and may participate in ritual, but do not literally worship the
divine entity that Christians identify as “The Devil.”
20. Despite that nontheistic Satanists (like TST) reject the supernatural,
they still participate in ritual. Ritual has a powerful, and studied, effect on the
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subjective experience of participants; no faith in a higher power is required.
Hobson NM, Schroeder J, Risen JL, Xygalatas D, Inzlicht M. The Psychology
of Rituals: An Integrative Review and Process-Based Framework. Personality and
Social

Psychology

Review.

2018;22(3):260-284.

doi:10.1177/1088868317734944. Unlike their theistic cousins, a nontheistic
Satanist does not have any expectation that participating in ritual, by itself, will
affect the outside world.
21. TST is a nontheistic branch of Satanism. This is enshrined in TST’s
Fifth Tenet, which posits that beliefs and actions should be guided by scientific
consensus, not tradition or superstition.
22. Theistic Satanists differ from nontheistic Satanists by taking the extra
step to literally worship a deity that Christians identify as “The Devil.” If they
participate in ritual magic, a theistic Satanist will believe that the ritual, by
itself, causes an effect on objective reality.
23. Satanists–both nontheistic and theistic–believe that authority is to be
rebelled against (“accused”) if it is directly and substantively conflicts with their
beliefs. This is an inversion of Christian norms, which holds that authority–
particularly divine authority–is not to be questioned.
24. Another Satanic inversion of Christian norms is the balance of
perceived importance between the self and the outside world. TST’s
membership does not subscribe to self-deprecation as virtues. This is an
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inversion of the Christian norm that the outside world (God and the Church,
particularly) may rightfully dictate the thoughts and actions of the people.
25. TST has enshrined this inversion in the Third Tenet (“One’s body is
inviolable, subject to one’s own will alone.”) Other common applications of
bodily inviolability include a religious objection against corporeal punishment
of minors (See Past Designs 1 and 2 at ¶ 48 below), a laissez faire view on body
modification and sexuality, and a broad acceptance of the LGBTQ+
community.
26. TST and its membership are nontheistic Satanists, with an added
influence by the philosophy of the Enlightenment thinkers. In this worldview,
TST shares much with the Founding Fathers. This great nation began as an act
of insurrection against a tyrant-king who claimed divine authority. The
Founding Fathers pursued justice and egalitarianism for all. Replace George
Washington with Satan, and TST’s membership sees no substantive moral
difference.
27. But despite holding all these ideals in the highest esteem, TST makes no
claim to having the “highest ideal” or “divine truth,” and will vigorously
defend religious freedom in its many forms. This commitment to pluralism is
rooted in a profound respect for the individual but is accompanied by an
unflinching demand for reciprocity.
28. As addressed at ¶ 15, above, many of TST’s membership believe that
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ritual can have an important function. Other than the Satanic Abortion Ritual,
TST’s membership engages in destruction rituals (ceremonious destruction of
an item with symbolic meaning), the unbaptism (ceremonious casting off of
religious indoctrination), various meditations and mantras, and sex magic. The
Satanic Abortion Ritual is just one in a constellation of religious practices. See,
e.g., Shiva Honey, The Devil’s Tome: A Book of Modern Satanic Ritual
(Serpentīnae, March 25, 2020).
29. The Satanic Abortion Ritual is a ceremonious casting off of guilt, doubt,
and mental discomfort that the member may be experiencing in connection
with their election to abort the pregnancy. See EXHIBIT 2 (informational
pamphlet for the Satanic Abortion Ritual). The ritual also confirms the
member’s choice and wards off effects of unjust persecution. Id.
30. It has long been recognized that the personal choice to terminate a
pregnancy originates from the “zone of conscience and belief,” such that
regulating the personal choice to terminate a pregnancy entails a sensitive
balancing of privacy rights. Planned Parenthood of Se. Pennsylvania v. Casey, 505
U.S. 833, 852, 112 S. Ct. 2791, 2807, 120 L. Ed. 2d 674 (1992).
31. But for TST’s membership, abortion regulations involve more than a
potential invasion of privacy rights; they entail a burden on the member’s
adherence to the Third Tenet. When the State intrudes into the member’s
decision about their own bodily autonomy, it forces the member to choose
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between the Third Tenet and the laws of the State. And they entail a special
burden on the member’s adherence to the Fifth Tenet, that actions (including
compliance with the regulations) be rooted in scientific consensus rather than
tradition.
32. Even the political rhetoric surrounding abortion is notably religious.
The question of when life begins (i.e., when a cluster of cells becomes a
“person”) is the subject of substantial religious debate. Catholics have one
answer (the moment of conception), but that isn’t the only one. The
Conversationalist, “When does life begin? There’s more than one religious view,”
available at https://theconversation.com/when-does-life-begin-theres-morethan-one-religious-view-167241 (last visited February 9, 2022).
33. From the perspective of TST’s membership, abortion regulations place
the State in the role of a tyrant-king who purports to command that the member
conform their conduct to religious norms. This is deeply offensive to those who
subscribe to the Third and Fifth Tenets.
34. The Satanic Abortion Ritual was created to combat those efforts and,
for TST’s membership, it is empowering to assert or re-assert (as appropriate)
power and control over their own mind and body. The Satanic Abortion Ritual
is thus a celebration of bodily autonomy and an affirmation of the subscription
to scientific consensus.
35. The Satanic Abortion Ritual depends on the nature of the abortion. For
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surgical abortions:
Immediately before receiving any anesthetic or
sedation, look at your reflection to be reminded of
your personhood and responsibility to yourself.
Focus on your intent, take deep breaths, and make
yourself comfortable. When you are ready, say the
Third Tenet aloud. The surgery can now begin.
During the operation, take another deep breath
and recite the Fifth Tenet. Immediately after the
surgery, return to your reflection and recite the
personal affirmation. Feel the doubts dissipating
and your confidence growing as you have just
undertaken a decision that affirms your autonomy
and free will. The religious abortion is now
complete.
Exhibit 2 at p. 4.
And for medical abortions:
Immediately before taking the medication(s) to
terminate your pregnancy, look at your reflection
to be reminded of your personhood and
responsibility to yourself. Focus on your intent,
take deep breaths, and make yourself comfortable.
When you are ready, read the Third Tenet aloud
to begin the ritual. After swallowing the
medication(s), take another deep breath and recite
the Fifth Tenet. After you have passed the embryo,
return to your reflection and recite the personal
affirmation. Feel the doubts dissipating and your
confidence growing as you have just undertaken a
decision that affirms your autonomy and free will.
The religious abortion is now complete.
Id.
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The placement and ownership of the suitable locations
36. To spread awareness of the belief that the Satanic Abortion Ritual is
predicate for RFRA exemptions, TST engaged a marketing firm called SeedX,
Inc. to design and place billboards about TST and its abortion ritual.
37. Critical to TST’s marketing campaign was placement of billboards. The
billboards needed to be in high traffic areas and needed to be located in and
around fake abortion clinics.
38. Fake abortion clinics, also known as “crisis pregnancy centers,” are
clinics that offer “pregnancy related services” (to an unsuspecting layperson,
this would include abortions) but will do anything to deter its patrons from
obtaining an abortion including shaming, deception, manipulation, and
outright intimidation.
39. Of importance to this litigation, there are fake abortion clinics in
Fayetteville, Springdale, Jacksonville, and Little Rock; and several in Indiana,
as well.
40. TST objects to fake abortion clinics as an improper bait-and-switch and
as an affront to the Third Tenet.
41. To that end, TST intended to place billboards announcing to every
prospective patron of fake abortion clinics: “We are with you.”
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42. With the aid of SeedX, TST identified suitable billboards in strategically
targeted areas: those in high traffic areas and which either face fake abortion
clinics or were en route to them.
43. Lamar owns all of the suitable billboards in both Arkansas and Indiana.
Contract negotiations and execution
44. On September 2, 2020 at 1:00 pm (EST), Jacqueline Basulto (CEO of
SeedX) and Tom Hill (Senior Account Executive for Lamar) discussed by
telephone the above-described advertisements.
45. During this phone call, Jacqueline notified Tom that the advertisements
needed to be in the above-targeted locations, would be pro-reproductive rights
in nature, and would pertain to the religious practices of The Satanic Temple.
She also notified Tom that Lamar had worked with TST before.
46. Tom acknowledged the nature of the advertisement and said this would
be “no problem.”
47. Tom asked for the specific locations of the billboards and Jacqueline
emphasized that they must be in these particular locations for the reasons
identified in ¶ 42, above.
48. On September 2 at 10:58 pm (EST), Jacqueline emailed Tom with the
specific locations for approval and stated, “I am also attaching our past
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campaign with Lamar to show you what creative looked like in the past”
(emphasis added). This was the past design:
Past Design 1:

49. In that same past campaign, Lamar also posted this design:

[remainder intentionally left blank, next design following]
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Past Design 2:

50. On September 4, 2020, at 4:00 pm (EST), Jacqueline and Tom
confirmed the subject locations by email.
51. On September 15, 2020, the parties entered into a valid, enforceable
contract on a form prepared by Lamar, wherein Lamar would place several
billboard designs advertising TST’s abortion ritual at the subject locations for
the period beginning September 28, 2020 and ending October 25, 2020 and, in
return, TST would pay Lamar $16,387. Exhibit 1 (the contract).
52. One of the billboards was to be in Benton County. Id. at p. 1
(“Springdale, AR”).
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53. The contract–like all contracts–includes an implied warranty of good
faith and fair dealing. W. Memphis Adolescent Residential, LLC v. Compton, 2010
Ark. App. 450, 5, 374 S.W.3d 922, 925.
54. At Contract ¶ 6, Lamar purports to reserve a unilateral right to
determine if designs are “in good taste and within the moral standards of the
individual communities in which it is displayed,” and purports to permit Lamar
a unilateral “right to reject or remove any copy either before or after
installation, including immediate termination of this contract.”
55. But Lamar has also publicly stated that its policy for approving billboard
messaging requires Lamar to be content-neutral:
Lamar Advertising supports the First Amendment
rights of advertisers who want to use our medium
to convey political, editorial, public service, and
other noncommercial messages. Per policy, we do
not accept or reject copy based on our agreement
or disagreement with the views expressed.
EXHIBIT 3 (email from Lamar’s public relations employee to a reporter); Jo
Anne Embleton Jacksonville Progress “Pro-abortion billboards short-lived in
Rusk”

(available

at

https://www.jacksonvilleprogress.com/news/pro-

abortion-billboards-short-lived-in-rusk/article_c40df5f8-e65d-11ea-939c9bd1d3d3d301.html) (last visited on February 25, 2022); see also EXHIBIT 4
(“Lamar will not accept or reject copy based upon agreement or disagreement
with the views presented.”)
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56. And Arkansas law prohibits religious discrimination in private
contracts. ACA § 16-123-107(a)(4). Or, if leasing a billboard is a “property
transaction,” Arkansas law prohibits religious discrimination there. ACA § 16123-107(a)(3).
TST’s performance and Lamar’s breach
Submission and denial of TST’s designs
57. On September 14, 2020, Tom indicated that TST’s billboard designs
needed to be submitted by September 16.
58. On September 15 at 9:38 am, which was after the contract was signed
but before Lamar received any of TST’s designs, Tom Gibbens (General
Manager of Lamar’s Little Rock office), expressed to Hal Kilshaw (Lamar’s
corporate Vice President of Governmental relations) a desire to reject the
forthcoming designs because of TST’s religious identity. EXHIBIT 5 (emphasis
added):
Can you buzz me about the satanic temple. We
just found out this buy is coming through an
agency. The contract originated from the
Indaniapolis office. I do not have the final artwork
yet. Can we reject this based on not meeting the
moral standards of our community? I would
include Springdale AR as well.
59. The plain text of this email is that Lamar’s Little Rock office objected
to TST’s Designs specifically because of TST’s religious identity (“I do not have
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the final artwork yet.”) The rejection was not because of “community
standards,” which is the only contractual basis to reject designs, but on the
impermissible grounds of religious discrimination (prohibited by the ACRA)
and content-based discrimination (barred by Lamar’s stated policy).
60. On September 15 at 9:41 am, Jacqueline timely sent five designs to Tom
for approval.
61. On September 15 at 9:54 am, Tom requested corporate review of the
original designs. EXHIBIT 6. Tom apparently misunderstood the part of
Jacqueline’s September 2 email that Past Design 1 was from “our past campaign
with Lamar” which she had shared “to show you what creative looked like in
the past” (emphasis added). Compare id. (“She says these designs were
previously approved by Lamar but best we double check.”)
62. On September 15 at 10:44 am, after receiving TST’s original designs,
Whit Weeks (General Manager for Lamar’s Fayetteville office) forwarded the
designs to his team and instructed them to have an understanding of who the
advertiser was before entertaining any designs. EXHIBIT 7:
One of these pieces of creative [referring to TST’s
copy] that will be running in NW Arkansas
starting at the end of the month. This is why we
shouldn’t respond to agency requests listed as
‘Client X’ or without gaining knowledge of the
customer. This will be running in our market and
below rate. I’m embarrassed that this will
represent us.
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63. The subtext of this email is that Lamar’s Fayetteville office objected to
TST’s Designs both because of TST’s religious identity–which is prohibited by
the ACRA–and a disagreement with the views expressed–which is explicitly
barred by Lamar’s policy. Exhibit 4 (“Lamar will not accept or reject copy
based upon agreement or disagreement with the views presented.”) This had
nothing to do with “community standards” and everything to do with Whit
Weeks’s distaste for a differing viewpoint.
64. On September 15 at 10:46 am, Whit Weeks complained that the notion
of Lamar considering TST’s Designs was “ridiculous.” EXHIBIT 8.
65. On September 15 at 10:58 am, Hal Kilshaw (Lamar’s corporate Vice
President of Governmental relations) stated without explanation that “All of
these are misleading and offensive so no on all of them.” EXHIBIT 9.
66. On September 17, Tom and a co-worker discussed another instance of
Lamar’s practice of rejecting copy based on religious identity and a
disagreement with the views expressed can be found in other areas, too. See
EXHIBIT 10 (instant message chats between Tom and his co-worker) On
September 17, 2020, a Lamar employee commented in an instant message, “I
tried to get the Atheists to do something 3 years ago after that little keep Christ
out of Christmas campaign but Carter said No.” EXHIBIT 10.
67. While TST was not involved in any “Keep Christ Out of Christmas”
campaigns, it is clear that Carter said “No” because of the identity of the
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speaker and a disagreement with the views expressed. This tends to show that
Lamar has a general practice of rejecting displays which come from religions
that explicitly reject the Christian viewpoint, like Atheism or TST.
68. On September 21, 2020, at 10:01 am, Tom indicated to Jacqueline by
email that Lamar rejected all of the designs without further explanation.
69. On September 21 at 10:16 am, Jacqueline attempted to resolve the
objection. She sent the following four designs (TST Designs 1-4) and asked:
“What is Lamar’s criteria for approving billboard messaging?”
TST Design 1

TST Design 2
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TST Design 3

TST Design 4

Previously accepted designs
70. These designs are of better taste than some designs about abortion
which have previously been accepted by Lamar (Acceptable Designs 1-6):

[remainder intentionally left blank, next design following]
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Acceptable Design 1

[remainder intentionally left blank, next design following]
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Acceptable Design 2:

[remainder intentionally left blank, next design following]
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Acceptable Design 3:

Acceptable Design 4:
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Acceptable Design 5:

Acceptable Design 6:
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Lamar’s bad faith rejection
71. Tom did not provide Jacqueline with Lamar’s criteria for approving
billboard messaging. Instead, On September 21 at 10:33 AM, Tom flatly
informed Jacqueline that the designs were rejected and referenced Contract ¶
6. This contradicted Lamar’s “pledge[] to communicate the reason for any
rejection of advertising copy” and to “work with advertisers to achieve
acceptable copy if the originally submitted copy is not accepted.” EXHIBIT 4. It
also violated TST’s contract rights. See Cantrell-Waind & Assocs., Inc. v. Guillaume
Motorsports, Inc., 62 Ark. App. 66, 71, 968 S.W.2d 72, 74 (1998) (when, as here,
a contract term leaves a decision to the discretion of one party, “courts will
become involved when the party making the decision is charged with bad
faith.”)
72. On September 22, the following email exchange occurred between
12:54 pm and 1:13 pm EST:
(a) Jacqueline emailed Tom: “We are working to understand how we
can accommodate Lamar’s policy. Is there anything specific about the
messaging or imagery that we should focus on?”
(b) Tom responded: “the content is misleading and offensive.”
(c) Jacqueline responded: “All of the content?

In what ways is it

misleading and in what ways is it offensive? Can you clarify?”
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(d) Tom declined to elucidate, and instead reiterated: “All of the
content.”
(e) Jacqueline responded: “In order to revise the designs, we need more
specific information about what is misleading or offensive. The messaging
and content is in line with the beliefs of the Satanic Temple and their
religious beliefs, so we can’t move forward without an understanding of
what characteristics are specifically off-base.”
(f) Tom responded: “I’ll see if I can get more details.”
73. Tom never sent TST more details.
Post-breach efforts by TST to avoid litigation
74. With the aid of SeedX, which is in the business of finding billboards,
TST diligently searched for alternative suitable billboards.
75. TST could not find alternative suitable billboards.
76. On September 23, TST issued a demand letter and preservation notice.
EXHIBIT 11 (demand letter).
77. In its demand letter, TST reminded Lamar that it has a contract
obligation to put up billboards advertising TST’s abortion ritual by September
28. Id.
78. TST explained that Lamar’s refusal to indicate what, exactly, was
wrong with the designs frustrated TST’s ability to remediate the problem,
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which is a plain violation of the implied warranty of good faith and fair dealing.
See Cantrell-Waind & Assocs., Inc., 62 Ark. App. at 71 (“A party has an implied
obligation not to do anything that would prevent, hinder, or delay
performance.”)
79. TST also indicated that Lamar’s objection to the content and refusal to
place the billboards appeared to be religious discrimination in a contractual
transaction, which is barred by the Arkansas Civil Rights Act, ACA § 16-123107(a)(4).
80. On September 25, Jason Graham (Vice President of Lamar) responded
that Lamar will be canceling the contract pursuant to Contract ¶ 6.
81. TST was thus deprived of the benefit of its bargain and, since Lamar
holds a monopoly on suitable billboard locations, TST cannot obtain that same
benefit elsewhere.
Post-demand letter admission of fault
82. On October 6, Tom Hill confided in a co-worker that he had
experienced retaliation from corporate for complying with Lamar’s stated
policy that it does not engage in content-based discrimination. EXHIBIT 12 (“I
got this satanic temple deal hanging over my head down there right now so my
name isn’t gold right now”) (ASCII converted for legibility).
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83. Tom Hill also acknowledge in the same conversation that TST “wanted
to change the content but we just replied with ‘we will cancel the contract.’”
Id. (ASCII converted for legibility.)
84. By putting “we will cancel the contract” between apostrophes, Tom Hill
intended to convey that Lamar canceled the contract in bad faith based on
TST’s religious identity and a disagreement with the views expressed.
85. Lamar had no objective basis to determine the “community standards”
surrounding TST’s Designs. Lamar did not conduct any public polling, did not
consult with anyone outside of Lamar, and appears to be under the misbelief
that it can engage in overt religious discrimination in Arkansas,
notwithstanding that it violates the ACRA and Lamar’s own policy.
86. By falsely stating that the rejection was due to “community standards,”
when it was really rooted in religious discrimination and a disagreement of the
views expressed, Lamar abused Contract ¶ 6 in bad faith.
TST’s post-complaint efforts to procure a competitor’s
billboard space
87. TST originally sued out this action in the Circuit Court of Benton
County. Satanic Temple, Inc. v. Lamar Advertising of Louisiana (04CV-20-2100).
88. On December 16, after the original complaint, Lamar indicated to TST
through counsel that the following competitors might have billboards available
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in the same areas: (1) Ashby; (2) Arkansas Outdoor Advertising Association;
and (3) “AAA.org.”
89. None of these led to discovery of a viable competitor.
90. According to Billboard Insider (a billboard trade publication), Lamar
acquired Ashby in 2019. “Ashby Street Outdoor Acquired by Lamar
Advertising” (https://billboardinsider.com/ashby-street-outdoor-acquired-bylamar-advertising/) (last visited December 18, 2020). Thus, Ashby isn’t even a
competitor.
91. Arkansas

Outdoor

Advertising

Association’s

website

is

http://www.arkansasoutdooradvertising.com/ and, as of December 18, 2020,
has a suspended account with its webmaster. This may be a lead, if the
Advertising Association ever renews its website.
92. Through counsel, TST found a telephone number for Arkansas Outdoor
Advertising Association by a separate search. Counsel called that number, and
the answerer identified themselves as “Lamar Advertising.” Counsel
terminated the call without further discussion. Arkansas Outdoor Advertising
Association is not a competitor, either.
93. SeedX found the American Academy of Advertising (aaasite.org),
which is an academic organization that studies advertising. “About AAA”
(https://www.aaasite.org/mission-vision-goals) (last visited on December 18,
2020). But they don’t lease out billboard space.
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94. Since the filing of the original complaint, TST has contracted with Clear
Channel to post TST Designs 2 and 4 in Dallas, Houston, and Miami.
95. Clear Channel does not have any billboards in Arkansas or Indiana.
96. Clear Channel suffered no adverse side effects from contracting with
TST.
97. People recognize that billboard companies are in the business of
advertising, so any offense they take from TST’s billboards is not appropriately
addressed to the owner of the billboard, but to TST–or, for reasons unclear to
TST, Planned Parenthood. See Carter Sherman, Vice, “The Texas GOP Really
Thinks

Planned

Parenthood

Works

With

Satanists”

(https://www.vice.com/en/article/pkdza8/the-texas-gop-really-thinksplanned-parenthood-works-with-satanists) (last visited on December 18, 2020).
98. Subsequently, Lamar offered another nine potential competitors, none
of whom are viable for the following reasons:
(a) “Ace” does not have any billboards in Arkansas or Indiana.
(b) “Carter” does not have any billboards in Arkansas or Indiana.
(c) “Outfront” does not have any billboards in Arkansas and
declined to work with TST in Indiana.
(d) “Lindmark” does not have any billboards in Indiana, has limited
availability in Arkansas, and even then declined to work with
TST.
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(e) “Vision” does not have any billboards in Indiana and turned
away TST via telephone.
(f) “Custom” does not have any billboards in Indiana and turned
away TST via telephone.
(g) “Ram” does not have any billboards in Arkansas and turned
away TST via telephone.
(h) “Fairway” does not have any billboards in Arkansas or Indiana.
(i) “Missouri Neon” is a sign manufacturer, not a billboard
company.
99. To minimize its exposure to further advertising discrimination, TST
engaged in a nationwide search to purchase a billboard. None were available
in Arkansas or Indiana. But TST did find one in Phoenix, Arizona. On
November 17, 2020, TST obtained it for $80,000 plus $450 per month for the
next 18 years (until July 22, 2039). But for Lamar’s refusal to work with TST,
TST would not have had to accrue this expense.
100. TST nonsuited the state court case on February 26, 2021.
101. Justice demands specific enforcement of this contract because TST
cannot otherwise procure billboard space in the suitable advertisement areas.
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CAUSES OF ACTION
Count 1: Violation of the ACRA
102. The ACRA prohibits religious discrimination in private contracting.
ACA § 16-123-107(a)(4). If leasing a billboard is a “property transaction,” the
ACRA prohibits religious discrimination there, too. ACA § 16-123-107(a)(3).
103. TST holds the religious beliefs propagated by TST Designs 1-4.
104. TST’s designs prominently display TST’s religious iconography, i.e.,
the sabbatic goat superimposed over an inverted pentagram.
105. “All of the content”(¶ 72(d)) on the designs necessarily include TST’s
religious beliefs and TST’s religious iconography.
106. Lamar’s refusal to post the designs because of “all of the content” (¶
72(d)) is a refusal because of TST’s religious beliefs and TST’s religious
iconography. That’s religious discrimination.
107. Moreover, as is clear in Acceptable Designs 3 and 4, Lamar cannot
claim to object to “religious” messages.
108. And, as is clear in Acceptable Designs 1 and 6, Lamar cannot claim to
object to “pro-choice” messages.
109. And, as is clear in Acceptable Design 6, Lamar cannot claim that a
religious pro-choice message runs afoul of community standards.
110. As detailed in Lamar’s contemporaneous internal communications,
Lamar intentionally engaged in religious discrimination by rejecting TST’s
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designs because of TST’s religious identity, disagreement with TST’s religious
viewpoint, and TST’s religious iconography.
111. TST is entitled to a court order enjoining Lamar from further
violations, recovery of compensatory and punitive damages, and costs and
attorney’s fees. ACA § 16-123-107(b). These sums are expected to exceed
$75,000.
Count 2: Breach of contract
112. The parties have a valid and enforceable contract. Exhibit 1. For this
count, we assume Contract ¶ 6 (which purports to give Lamar a unilateral right
to cancel contracts) carries an implicit caveat that the clause cannot be abused
in bad faith to preempt the material purpose of the contract. If there is no
implicit caveat, Contract ¶ 6 either is unconscionable (Count 3, below) or it
upends the mutuality of obligation (Count 4, below).
113. The contract must be interpreted as a whole so that all parts of the
contract are consistent with each other. RAD-Razorback Ltd. P’ship v. B.G. Coney
Co., 289 Ark. 550, 554, 713 S.W.2d 462, 465 (1986) (“In seeking to harmonize
different clauses of a contract, we should not give effect to one to the exclusion
of another even though they seem conflicting or contradictory, nor adopt an
interpretation which neutralizes a provision if the various clauses can be
reconciled.”))
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114. The material purpose of this contract was that Lamar would place
billboards advertising TST’s Satanic Abortion Ritual for the period between
September 28 and October 25.
115. Like all contracts, this contract also imposed a duty on Lamar to act
in good faith and fair dealing in its performance and enforcement. CantrellWaind & Assocs., Inc., 62 Ark. App. at 71 (“A party has an implied obligation
not to do anything that would prevent, hinder, or delay performance”)
116. Before contracting to place billboards for TST, Lamar subjectively
understood that contracting with TST would entail posting designs that
advertised a pro-choice message from TST in the nature of TST Designs 1-4.
This is so because Jacqueline specifically told Tom of the nature of the
advertisement and the identity of the advertiser; and because Lamar had
previously posted advertisements for TST which made a RFRA claim to
religious exemptions from corporeal punishment because being beaten violates
the Third Tenet. It’s the same logic here.
117. Moreover, any reasonable advertiser would know that working with
TST would entail hosting a message like TST’s Designs 1-4. TST has achieved
a level of renown for this kind of activity. See David S. Cohen, Rolling Stone,
“How the Satanic Temple Could Bring Abortion Rights to the Supreme Court”
(available at https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-features/satanic-
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temple-abortion-rights-supreme-court-1048833/) (last visited September 26,
2020); see also Past Designs 1 and 2.
118. Although Lamar’s contract reserves a right to object to designs in
Contract ¶ 6, Lamar cannot abuse its right to reject design elements in bad faith
to override the core purpose of the contract, i.e., advertising TST’s Satanic
Abortion Ritual in exchange for money. RAD-Razorback, above; see also
Cantrell-Waind & Assocs., Inc., 62 Ark. App. at 71 (“A party has an implied
obligation not to do anything that would prevent, hinder, or delay
performance”); Hanjy v. Arvest Bank, 94 F. Supp. 3d 1012, 1028–30 (E.D. Ark.
2015) (denying a motion to dismiss a complaint which asserted a breach of the
covenant of good faith and fair dealing because plaintiffs asserted the claim as
a breach of contract, not as a separate cause of action).
119. Bringing together the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing,
the material purpose of the contract, the ACRA, and Lamar’s own stated
policies, the only viable legal construction of Contract ¶ 6 is that Lamar cannot
reject TST’s Designs in bad faith, or based on TST’s religious identity, or based
on a disagreement with the views expressed.
120. By rejecting TST’s Designs based on the pretext of “community
standard” when, really, the issue was Lamar’s aversion to TST’s religious
identity or disagreement with the views expressed by the copy, Lamar breached
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its contract obligation to place advertisements for TST in the designated places
and for the designated time periods.
121. TST did what was required of it by proffering designs and making
repeated good faith efforts to ascertain the nature of the objection and cure the
objection.
122. TST stands ready, willing, and able to pay the contract price for its
advertisements.
123. Lamar did not do what the contract required of it by abusing its right
to review design elements in bad faith, refusing to provide TST a fair
opportunity to cure the objection, failing to post the designs contemplated by
the agreement.
124. Because Lamar refuses to perform as contracted, and because Lamar
holds a monopoly on suitable billboards, TST cannot advertise its message.
125. Advertising this message in this manner is core to TST’s
organizational purposes.
126. Under these circumstances, TST is entitled to specific performance.
Panhandle Oil & Gas, Inc. v. BHP Billiton Petroleum (Fayetteville), LLC, 2017 Ark.
App. 201, 7, 520 S.W.3d 277, 283 (2017) (“[s]pecific performance is an
equitable remedy which compels performance of a contract on the precise terms
agreed upon by the parties. Whether specific performance should be awarded
in a particular case is generally a question of fact”); see also Taylor v. Eagle Ridge
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Developers, LLC, 71 Ark. App. 309, 314, 29 S.W.3d 767, 770 (2000) (“Where …
interest in land is the subject of an agreement, the right to specific performance
is absolute.”)
127. Alternatively, TST is entitled to the sum of money (less the contract
price) that it would cost to communicate the same message to the same
audience, plus costs and attorney’s fees for having to bring this matter to the
Court’s attention. That sum is expected to exceed $75,000.
Count 3: Declaratory judgment that Contract ¶ 6 is
unconscionable
128. Count 2 assumes that Contract ¶ 6 implicitly carries a caveat that
Lamar cannot reject copy in bad faith. The only other possibility is that
Contract ¶ 6 means that Lamar can reject copy in bad faith. If Lamar can reject
copy in bad faith, the contract is either unenforceable as illusory (Count 4,
below) or the contract must continue to be enforceable but Contract ¶ 6 must
be stricken as unconscionable (this Count).
129. Contract ¶ 6 is unconscionable because it purports to grant Lamar an
unfettered right to reject designs without explanation and without objective
measures. This is procedurally and substantively unfair. See Brill, 1 Arkansas
Law Of Damages § 17:18 (“Unconscionability is typically considered in terms
of

either

procedural

substantive

unconscionability

or

substantive

unconscionability”); see also LegalZoom.com, Inc. v. McIllwain, 2013 Ark. 370,
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6, 429 S.W.3d 261, 264 (2013) (an unconscionable contract is one that “no man
in his senses and not under delusion would make on the one hand, and . . . no
honest and fair man would accept on the other. In essence, to be
unconscionable, a contract must oppress one party and actuate the sharp
practices of the other.”)
130. Assuming the Court finds that Contract ¶ 6 affords Lamar the right to
reject copy in bad faith, TST is entitled to a declaratory judgment that Contract
¶ 6 is unconscionable. ACA § 16-111-102. In that event, Lamar has no defense
and TST is entitled to contract relief (Count 1).
Count 4: Promissory estoppel
131. Count 2 assumes that Contract ¶ 6 implicitly carries a caveat that
Lamar cannot reject copy in bad faith. Count 3 assumes that Contract ¶ 6 does
not carry that caveat, but without that caveat Contract ¶ 6 in unenforceable as
against public policy. This Count assumes that Contract ¶ 6 does not carry that
caveat and the caveat is not necessary for Contract ¶ 6 to survive scrutiny. In
that event, Contract ¶ 6 upends mutuality of obligation and therefore renders
this agreement legally unenforceable. Essential Acct. Sys., Inc. v. Dewberry, 2013
Ark. App. 388, 7, 428 S.W.3d 613, 617 (“A contract … which leaves it entirely
optional with one of the parties as to whether or not he will perform his promise
would not be binding on the other.”) Promissory estoppel relief is proper.
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132. Lamar promised that it would place billboards advertising TST’s
Satanic Abortion Ritual. Exhibit 1.
133. Lamar made that promise with the expectation that TST would rely
on that promise by creating billboard designs and offering Lamar money in
exchange.
134. TST actually relied in good faith on Lamar’s promise by creating the
billboard designs, making every reasonable effort to cure Lamar’s objections,
and offering Lamar money.
135. Notwithstanding its promise, Lamar now refuses to place any form of
billboard which advertises TST’s religious abortion ritual.
136. Injustice has resulted from the refusal. TST cannot communicate the
same message to the same audience in the same manner by any other means.
Since Lamar has a monopoly on all suitable billboards, TST is deprived of that
communication.
137. TST is entitled to specific performance. Taylor v. Eagle Ridge Developers,
LLC, 71 Ark. App. 309, 29 S.W.3d 767 (2000). Alternatively, TST is entitled to
the same monetary damages as in a contract action. See AMI 2442 (which
pertains to damages in a contract action) (“This instruction is designed to be
used both for claims of breach of contract and promissory estoppel that may be
submitted to a jury.”)
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WHEREFORE TST prays this Court enter an order finding Lamar
intentionally liable for violation of the ACRA’s bar against religious
discrimination in a contract or property transaction, find Lamar liable for either
breach of contract or promissory estoppel, order compensatory and punitive
damages pursuant to the ACRA, permanently enjoin Lamar from future
religious discrimination, order specific performance pursuant to any of the
above causes of action, or order Lamar pay TST compensation in an amount
the Court finds appropriate which is anticipated to be more than $75,000, for
costs and attorney’s fees for having to raise this matter to the Court’s attention;
and for all other relief which this Court finds appropriate.
Respectfully submitted on February 25,
2022,
on behalf of The Satanic Temple, Inc.
By: Matthew A. Kezhaya
Matthew A. Kezhaya, ABA# 2014161
333 N Washington Ave, #300
Minneapolis, MN 55401
phone: (479) 431-6112
email: matt@kezhaya.law

[remainder intentionally left blank, exhibit list following]
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EXHIBIT LIST
1. Contract.
2. Informational pamphlet for the Satanic Abortion Ritual.
3. Email from Lamar’s public relations employee explaining that Lamar
policy prohibits content-based rejection of copy.
4. Lamar’s Advertising Copy Acceptance Policy
5. Email from the general manager of the Little Rock office announcing an
objection to any display by TST before seeing any proposed copy.
6. Email from sales executive to corporate requesting review of TST’s
original designs.
7. Email from the general manager of the Fayetteville office which requires
all future advertisers pass an unspecified litmus test before the Fayetteville
office will consider any copy.
8. Email from the general manager of the Fayetteville office which objects
to the content of TST’s copy.
9. Email from corporate rejecting TST’s original designs without further
comment.
10. September 17 instant message chat log between the sales executive and
a coworker discussing Lamar’s general practice of discriminating against
Atheists.
11. Demand letter from TST.
12. October 6 instant message log between the sales executive and a
different coworker discussing Lamar’s retaliation against the sales executive for
accepting a TST contract and that the refusal to contract with TST was done in
bad faith.
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